
OVERVIEW

NWI recently worked with our customer Tradeflex
Services Group to upgrade their waste management
system to our latest FlexPoint Itemised Waste
Management System, which features our latest
patented technology.

This upgrade was initiated to support Tradeflex as
their requirements evolved, recognising that their
existing legacy solution no longer adequately met the
needs of their business.

CLIENT
NWI rose to the challenge by introducing our innovative FlexPoint
Itemised Waste Management System. This new system not only
addressed the shortcomings of the legacy solution but exceeded
expectations in terms of speed, functionality, and design simplicity. The
IWM system proved to be twice as fast as its predecessor, providing a
significant boost in operational efficiency. The enhanced functionality
and streamlined design contributed to a more intuitive user
experience.

Cloud Portal Integration
A key highlight of NWI's solution was the integration of a cloud portal,
offering Tradeflex Services unparalleled access to their waste
management data. Through this portal, powered by integrated Power
BI functionality, the client gained valuable insights into their waste
usage. The cloud-based approach not only facilitated real-time
monitoring but also allowed for remote access, empowering the client
with the flexibility to manage waste efficiently from any location.
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The implementation of our FlexPoint Itemised Waste Management
System resulted in a transformative outcome for Tradeflex Services.
The new system not only met but exceeded the client's expectations,
providing a solution that was not only twice as fast but also boasted
superior functionality and a more user-friendly design. The integration
of the cloud portal empowered Tradeflex Services with comprehensive
insights into their waste usage, enhancing their decision-making
processes and overall waste management efficiency.

CONCLUSION
NWI's innovative approach to waste management technology not only
addressed the immediate needs of Tradeflex Services but also set a
new standard for efficiency and functionality. The success of the
Itemised Waste Management System highlights our commitment to
delivering solutions that drive operational excellence and empower
clients with the tools they need to make informed and sustainable
choices in waste management.


